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(54) BANDWIDTH ADJUSTMENT METHOD, MOBILE TERMINAL, NETWORK SIDE DEVICE AND 
MEDIUM

(57) A bandwidth adjustment method, a mobile ter-
minal, a network side device, and a computer storage
medium are provided in the present disclosure. The
bandwidth adjustment method includes: deactivating a

currently activated bandwidth part BWP based on a de-
activation condition, and switching to a pre-configured
default BWP; where the currently activated BWP includes
a to-be-adjusted BWP in the currently activated BWP.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese pat-
ent application No. 201810639868.4 filed in China on
June 20, 2018, which is incorporated herein by reference
in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to the commu-
nications field, and in particular, to a bandwidth adjust-
ment method, a mobile terminal, a network side device,
and a computer storage medium.

BACKGROUND

[0003] In a new radio access technology (new radio
access technology, NR) system of a fifth-generation (The
5th Generation mobile communication, 5G) communica-
tions system, a cell supports system bandwidth of a max-
imum of 400 MHz (MHz), which is far greater than system
bandwidth of a maximum of 20MHz of Long Term Evo-
lution (Long Term Evolution, LTE), to support a larger
system and user throughput.
[0004] However, supporting such high system band-
width is a great challenge to implementation of user
equipment (User Equipment, UE). Therefore, the 5G NR
system also supports dynamic and flexible bandwidth al-
location, and the system bandwidth is divided into a plu-
rality of bandwidth parts (Bandwidth Part, BWP), to sup-
port access of a narrow-band terminal or a UE in an en-
ergy-saving mode.
[0005] The UE supports only one activated BWP. A 5G
base station (gNB) sends data to the UE based on the
activated BWP. When a timer corresponding to the acti-
vated BWP expires, the UE deactivates the activated
BWP and switches to a default BWP. With technology
evolution, when a plurality of BWPs are simultaneously
activated for one UE, the UE needs to deactivate the
activated BWPs and switch to default BWPs, to release
bandwidth resources. Therefore, there is a problem of
how to switch the UE to the default BWPs to use the
bandwidth resources properly.

SUMMARY

[0006] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide
a bandwidth adjustment method, a mobile terminal, a net-
work side device, and a computer storage medium, so
that bandwidth resources can be used properly.
[0007] According to a first aspect, an embodiment of
the present disclosure provides a bandwidth adjustment
method, including:

deactivating a currently activated bandwidth part
BWP based on a deactivation condition, and switch-

ing to a pre-configured default BWP; where

the currently activated BWP includes a to-be-adjust-
ed BWP in the currently activated BWP.

[0008] According to a second aspect, an embodiment
of the present disclosure further provides a bandwidth
adjustment method, including:

sending configuration information of a default band-
width part BWP to user equipment UE; and

sending a BWP-based activation/deactivation in-
struction to the UE, to control the UE to deactivate
a currently activated BWP and switch to the default
BWP, where the currently activated BWP includes a
to-be-adjusted BWP in the currently activated band-
width part BWP.

[0009] According to a third aspect, an embodiment of
the present disclosure further provides a mobile terminal,
including:

a control module, configured to deactivate a currently
activated BWP based on a deactivation condition,
where the currently activated BWP includes a to-be-
adjusted BWP in the currently activated BWP; and

a switching module, configured to autonomously
switch to a pre-configured default BWP.

[0010] According to a fourth aspect, an embodiment
of the present disclosure further provides a network side
device, including:

a configuration module, configured to send configu-
ration information of a default bandwidth part BWP
to user equipment UE; and

an instruction module, configured to send a BWP-
based activation/deactivation instruction to the UE,
to control the UE to deactivate a currently activated
BWP and switch to the default BWP, where the cur-
rently activated BWP includes a to-be-adjusted BWP
in the currently activated BWP.

[0011] According to a fifth aspect, an embodiment of
the present disclosure further provides a mobile terminal,
including:

a memory, configured to store a program; and

a processor, configured to run the program stored in
the memory, to perform the foregoing bandwidth ad-
justment method.

[0012] According to a sixth aspect, an embodiment of
the present disclosure further provides a network side
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device, including:

a memory, configured to store a program; and

a processor, configured to run the program stored in
the memory, to perform the foregoing bandwidth ad-
justment method.

[0013] According to a seventh aspect, an embodiment
of the present disclosure further provides a computer-
readable storage medium that stores a computer pro-
gram instruction, and when the computer program in-
struction is executed by a processor, the foregoing band-
width adjustment method is implemented.
[0014] It may be learned from the foregoing technical
solutions that, the currently activated BWP is deactivated
based on the deactivation condition, and is switched to
the pre-configured default BWP. Triggering deactivation
based on the deactivation condition means that use of
the currently activated BWP is stopped, to use bandwidth
resources properly.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0015] It may be better understood from the following
descriptions of specific implementations of the present
disclosure with reference to the accompanying drawings
that same or similar reference numerals represent same
or similar features in the present disclosure.

FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of a bandwidth ad-
justment method according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure;

FIG. 2 is another schematic flowchart of a bandwidth
adjustment method according to an embodiment of
the present disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of an apparatus struc-
ture of a mobile terminal according to an embodiment
of the present disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a schematic structural diagram of a network
side device according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure;

FIG. 5 is another schematic structural diagram of a
mobile terminal according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure; and

FIG. 6 is another schematic structural diagram of a
network side device according to an embodiment of
the present disclosure.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0016] To make the objectives, technical solutions, and
advantages of the present disclosure clearer, the follow-

ing further describes the present disclosure in detail with
reference to the accompanying drawings and specific
embodiments.
[0017] Minimum bandwidth of 5G may be 5 MHz, and
maximum bandwidth can reach 400 MHz. If all UEs are
required to support the maximum 400 MHz, a relatively
high requirement is undoubtedly put forward for perform-
ance of the UEs. This is not conducive to reduction of
UE costs. In addition, one UE cannot occupy the entire
400M bandwidth at the same time. If the UE uses a sam-
pling rate corresponding to the 400M bandwidth, the
bandwidth is undoubtedly wasted.
[0018] In a 5G NR system, bandwidth of the UE may
dynamically change. At a first moment, a service volume
of the UE is relatively large, and a network side device
configures large bandwidth BWP1 for the UE. At a second
moment, a service volume of the UE is relatively small,
and the network side device configures small bandwidth
BWP2 for the UE, to meet a basic communication re-
quirement. At a third moment, the network side device
finds that resources in a frequency range in which BWP1
is located are in short supply, and therefore configures
new bandwidth (BWP3) for the UE.
[0019] An NR cell also supports configuration of differ-
ent resources on different bandwidths. If the UE cannot
support all resources of the cell, when the BWP is con-
figured for the UE, a frequency band corresponding to
an unsupported resource is not configured for the UE.
[0020] The network side device may configure a BWP
set available to each cell for the UE, and may dynamically
switch a BWP that needs to be started, in other words,
deactivating an activated BWP while activating a BWP
[0021] Currently, the UE supports only one activated
BWP, and the UE deactivates the activated BWP and
switches to a default BWP. With technology evolution, a
plurality of BWPs may be simultaneously activated for
one UE, and therefore, there is a problem of how to switch
the UE to a default BWP to use bandwidth resources
properly.
[0022] FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of a bandwidth
adjustment method according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure. An execution body in FIG. 1 may be
a UE.
[0023] S101: Deactivate a currently activated BWP
based on a deactivation condition, where the currently
activated BWP includes a to-be-adjusted BWP in the cur-
rently activated BWP.
[0024] A plurality of BWPs may be simultaneously ac-
tivated for one UE, in other words, there is more than one
activated BWP for one UE. The plurality of BWPs are
configured by a network side device based on a traffic
volume of the UE. It should be noted that the deactivation
condition may include a BWP activation/deactivation in-
struction, or that a timer of an activated BWP expires.
[0025] Considering that the UE may have a plurality of
activated BWPs at the same time, the network side de-
vice may trigger, by sending the BWP activation/deacti-
vation instruction, the UE to perform deactivation. As an
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example, a Media Access Control (Media Access Con-
trol, MAC) control element (control element, CE) is con-
trol signaling of a MAC layer.
[0026] The BWP activation/deactivation instruction
may include a BWP activation (activation)/deactivation
(deactivation) MAC CE. In other words, the BWP deac-
tivation instruction may include a deactivated BWP, and
may further include an activated BWP. The deactivated
BWP is a to-be-deactivated BWP, and the activated BWP
is a to-be-activated BWP. When the BWP deactivation
instruction includes both the deactivated BWP and the
activated BWP, a UE that receives the BWP deactivation
instruction needs to deactivate the to-be-deactivated
BWP and activate the to-be-activated BWP.
[0027] Each activated BWP corresponds to one timer,
and the timer may be a BWP-inactive timer (bwp-inactive
Timer). When a timer of the activated BWP expires, it
indicates that an idle time of the activated BWP corre-
sponding to the timer expires, and it indicates that the
activated BWP is not used by the UE. To properly use
bandwidth resources, deactivation needs to be per-
formed.
[0028] When a plurality of BWPs are simultaneously
activated for one UE, each activated BWP corresponds
to one timer. When a timer of an activated BWP expires,
deactivation needs to be performed. In other words, in
timers corresponding to a plurality of activated BWPs,
once a timer expires, the UE needs to perform deactiva-
tion.
[0029] Based on the BWP activation/deactivation in-
struction, or when a timer of an activated BWP expires,
the UE may deactivate a currently activated BWP. In oth-
er words, the deactivated BWP needs to meet two con-
ditions at the same time. Condition 1 is that the deacti-
vated BWP is an activated BWP. Condition 2 is that the
deactivated BWP is a to-be-adjusted BWP. In other
words, the currently activated BWP includes a to-be-ad-
justed BWP in the currently activated BWP. It should be
noted that the to-be-adjusted BWP is a BWP that needs
to be adjusted and that is determined based on a current
bandwidth resource.
[0030] S102: Switch to a pre-configured default BWP.
[0031] The UE deactivates the currently activated
BWP and can autonomously switch to the pre-configured
default BWP. In other words, after the UE deactivates
the currently activated BWP, the UE can autonomously
switch to the pre-configured default BWP without another
triggering condition.
[0032] The default BWP is a BWP that is configured
based on the UE. In other words, each UE may configure
a default BWP. Certainly, the default BWP of each UE
may be the same or different.
[0033] In this embodiment of the present disclosure,
the currently activated BWP is first deactivated based on
the deactivation condition, in other words, use of the cur-
rently activated BWP is stopped, to release some band-
width resources. Then, the UE switches to the pre-con-
figured default BWP. When a plurality of BWPs are si-

multaneously activated for one UE, the currently activat-
ed BWP is deactivated, and bandwidth resources are
released for another user to use, to use the bandwidth
resources properly.
[0034] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, when the deactivation condition includes the BWP
activation/deactivation instruction, the to-be-adjusted
BWP may include a BWP corresponding to the activa-
tion/deactivation instruction, and the corresponding BWP
includes all currently activated BWPs. In other words, the
deactivated BWP is a deactivated BWP corresponding
to the activation/deactivation instruction, and because
the corresponding deactivated BWP is all the currently
activated BWPs, there is currently no activated BWP after
the corresponding deactivated BWP is deactivated. As
an example, deactivated BWPs corresponding to the ac-
tivation/deactivation instruction are BWP1 and BWP2,
and BWP1 and BWP2 are all the currently activated
BWPs. To-be-adjusted BWPs include BWP1 and BWP2.
After the UE deactivates BWP1 and BWP2 based on the
activation/deactivation instruction, there is currently no
activated BWP.
[0035] In addition, when the deactivation condition in-
cludes a timer of an activated BWP, the currently acti-
vated BWP may include a BWP corresponding to the
timer of the activated BWP, and the corresponding BWP
is the only currently activated BWP. In other words, the
deactivated BWP is the BWP corresponding to the timer
of the activated BWP, and because the corresponding
BWP is the only currently activated BWP, there is cur-
rently no activated BWP after the corresponding BWP is
deactivated. As an example, a BWP corresponding to a
timer of an activated BWP is BWP2, and BWP2 is the
only currently activated BWP. The to-be-adjusted BWP
includes BWP2. After the UE deactivates BWP2 based
on the activation/deactivation instruction, there is cur-
rently no activated BWP.
[0036] In this embodiment of the present disclosure, a
terminal may deactivate, based on the BWP activa-
tion/deactivation instruction or being triggered when a
timer of an activated BWP expires, the BWP correspond-
ing to the activation/deactivation instruction, or a BWP
corresponding to the timer, so that bandwidth resources
are purposefully and properly used.
[0037] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the currently activated BWP includes a plurality of
activated BWPs. A quantity of currently activated BWPs
is greater than a quantity of BWPs corresponding to an
expired timer. In other words, the BWP corresponding to
the expired timer is not the last activated BWP. In addition
to the BWP corresponding to the expired timer, there are
other activated BWP. When a timer of an activated BWP
expires, it indicates that the currently activated BWP
needs to be deactivated. The BWP corresponding to the
expired timer may be used as the to-be-adjusted BWP.
The other activated BWPs are not deactivated. After the
currently activated BWP is deactivated, the UE does not
need to switch to the default BWP, so that the UE may
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continue to use the other activated BWPs, which does
not affect that the UE continues to use the other activated
BWPs.
[0038] The currently activated BWP includes a plurality
of activated BWPs. If the quantity of currently activated
BWPs is equal to the quantity of BWPs corresponding to
the expired timer, the currently activated BWP is deacti-
vated and switched to the default BWP
[0039] As an example, currently activated BWPs in-
clude BWP1, BWP2, and BWP3. When a timer of BWP1
expires, BWP1 is used as the to-be-adjusted BWP, the
UE deactivates only BWP1 and does not deactivate
BWP2 and BWP3, and the UE does not switch to the
default BWP. In other words, BWP1 is deactivated pur-
posefully, other activated BWPs are not affected, and the
UE may further continue to use BWP2 and BWP3. In this
way, impact on other activated BWPs is minimized while
the bandwidth resources are used properly.
[0040] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the currently activated BWP includes a plurality of
activated BWPs. The activation/deactivation instruction
includes a to-be-activated BWP and a to-be-deactivated
BWP. In other words, based on the activation/deactiva-
tion instruction, the UE not only needs to deactivate the
to-be-deactivated BWP, but also needs to activate the
to-be-activated BWP.
[0041] When a sum of a quantity of currently activated
BWPs and a quantity of to-be-activated BWPs in the ac-
tivation/deactivation instruction is greater than a quantity
of to-be-deactivated BWPs in the activation/deactivation
instruction, after the UE deactivates the to-be-deactivat-
ed BWP, the quantity of currently activated BWPs is not
0. Therefore, the to-be-deactivated BWP in the activa-
tion/deactivation instruction may be used as the to-be-
adjusted BWP. The other activated BWPs are not deac-
tivated. For the UE, after the to-be-deactivated BWP is
deactivated, the to-be-activated BWP is activated, and
the UE does not need to switch to the default BWP, so
that the UE may continue to use the other activated
BWPs, which does not affect that the UE continues to
use the other activated BWPs.
[0042] When the sum of the quantity of currently acti-
vated BWPs and the quantity of to-be-activated BWPs
in the activation/deactivation instruction is equal to the
quantity of to-be-deactivated BWPs in the activation/de-
activation instruction, after the UE deactivates the to-be-
deactivated BWP, the quantity of currently activated
BWPs is 0. The currently activated BWP may be used
as the to-be-adjusted BWP. The currently activated BWP
is deactivated and the UE switches to the pre-configured
default BWP.
[0043] As an example, currently activated BWPs in-
clude BWP1, BWP2, BWP3, and BWP4. The activa-
tion/deactivation instruction includes a to-be-activated
BWP and a to-be-deactivated BWP, the to-be-activated
BWP includes BWP5, and the to-be-deactivated BWP
includes BWP3. The quantity of currently activated BWPs
is 4, the quantity of to-be-activated BWPs in the activa-

tion/deactivation instruction is 1, and the quantity of to-
be-deactivated BWPs in the activation/deactivation in-
struction is 1. Apparently, the sum of the quantity of cur-
rently activated BWPs and the quantity of to-be-activated
BWPs in the activation/deactivation instruction is greater
than the quantity of to-be-deactivated BWPs in the acti-
vation/deactivation instruction. The UE receives the ac-
tivation/deactivation instruction. If BWP3 is used as the
to-be-adjusted BWP, the UE activates BWP5 after deac-
tivating BWP3. BWP1, BWP2, and BWP4 are not deac-
tivated, and the UE does not switch to the default BWP.
In other words, BWP3 is deactivated purposefully, other
activated BWPs are not affected, and the UE may further
continue to use BWP1, BWP2, and BWP4. In this way,
impact on other activated BWPs is minimized while the
bandwidth resources are used properly.
[0044] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the deactivation condition includes a BWP activa-
tion/deactivation instruction, or that a timer of an activat-
ed BWP expires. For the BWP activation/deactivation in-
struction, or when a timer of an activated BWP expires,
a BWP corresponding to the BWP activation/deactivation
instruction is deactivated, or a BWP corresponding to the
expired timer is deactivated, and then the UE switches
to the default BWP. In other words, the to-be-adjusted
BWP includes the BWP activation/deactivation instruc-
tion or the BWP corresponding to the expired timer, and
does not include other activated BWPs. When there are
a plurality of BWPs for the UE, the UE switches from an
activated BWP to the default BWP, to adjust bandwidth
resources of the UE and use the bandwidth resources
properly.
[0045] As an example, currently activated BWPs in-
clude BWP1 and BWP2. When the UE receives a BWP1
activation/deactivation instruction, or when a timer of
BWP1 expires, only BWP1 is used as the to-be-adjusted
BWP, and the UE deactivates only BWP1, and does not
deactivate BWP2.
[0046] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the deactivation condition includes that a timer of
an activated BWP expires. If the timer of the activated
BWP expires, all currently activated BWPs are deacti-
vated, and then the UE switches to the default BWP.
When bandwidth resources are in short supply, once a
timer of an activated BWP expires, it indicates that band-
width resources of the UE are in short supply. To ease
bandwidth resource tension, all the currently activated
BWPs are deactivated. In other words, the to-be-adjusted
BWP includes all the currently activated BWPs.
[0047] As an example, the currently activated BWPs
include BWP1, BWP2, BWP3, and BWP4. When band-
width resources are in short supply, if a timer of BWP1
expires, the UE deactivates all the currently activated
BWPs, that is, deactivates BWP1, BWP2, BWP3, and
BWP4.
[0048] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the deactivation condition includes that a timer of
an activated BWP expires. If the timer of the activated
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BWP expires, all the currently activated BWPs that do
not carry a preset service are deactivated, and then the
UE switches to the default BWP. The activated BWPs
carry different services. To ensure stability of the preset
service, all the currently activated BWPs that do not carry
the preset service may be deactivated. In other words,
the to-be-adjusted BWP includes a currently activated
BWP that does not carry the preset service. As an ex-
ample, the preset service may include a high-reliability
and low-latency communication (High Reliable & Low La-
tency Communication, HRLLC) service and/or an ultra-
high-reliability and ultra-low-latency communication (Ul-
tra Reliable & Low Latency Communication, URLLC)
service.
[0049] As an example, currently activated BWPs in-
clude BWP1, BWP2, and BWP3. If BWP2 carries the
preset service, and a timer of BWP1 expires, the UE de-
activates all currently activated BWPs that do not carry
the preset service, that is, deactivates BWP1 and BWP3.
[0050] FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of a bandwidth
adjustment method according to some other embodi-
ments of the present disclosure. In FIG. 2, an execution
body may be a network side device. As an example, the
network side device may be a 5G base station (gNB).
[0051] S201: Send configuration information of a de-
fault BWP to a UE.
[0052] When a plurality of BWPs are simultaneously
activated for one UE, the UE switches to the default BWP.
[0053] Considering that the UE is configured with a plu-
rality of serving cells, for example, a plurality of secondary
cells (Secondary cell, Scell), one or more default BWPs
may be configured for the UE by using a serving cell of
the UE as a unit. In other words, the default BWP is one
or more BWPs that are configured for the UE based on
the serving cell of the UE. In other words, each serving
cell (per serving cell) configures one or more default
BWPs for the UE. As an example, for a plurality of differ-
ent serving cells of the UE, the different serving cells may
configure different default BWPs. In addition, the default
BWP may be configured for each UE (perUE).
[0054] The network side device may configure the de-
fault BWP by using a system message, a dedicated Radio
Resource Control (Radio Resource Control, RRC) mes-
sage, or an RRC reconfiguration message.
[0055] The system message may configure the default
BWP through broadcasting. For each UE, the default
BWP does not need to be configured by sending signaling
separately, thereby saving bandwidth resources.
[0056] The default BWP may also be configured for
the UE by using the dedicated RRC message. In this
way, specific configuration may be performed for different
UEs.
[0057] In addition, when sending the RRC reconfigu-
ration message to the UE, the network side device may
configure the default BWP in the RRC reconfiguration
message. In this way, a message does not need to be
separately sent to the UE to configure the default BWP,
thereby reducing signaling overheads. As an example,

the RRC reconfiguration message includes one of the
following messages: a Scell addition (addition) message,
a Scell modification (modification) message, a Scell
change (change) message, a secondary cell group (sec-
ondary cell group, SCG) addition message, an SCG mod-
ification message, and an SCG change message.
[0058] S202: Send a BWP-based activation/deactiva-
tion instruction to the UE, to control the UE to deactivate
a currently activated BWP and switch to the default BWP,
where the currently activated BWP includes a to-be-ad-
justed BWP in the currently activated BWP.
[0059] A purpose of sending, by the network side de-
vice, the BWP activation/deactivation instruction to the
UE based on the BWP-based activation/deactivation in-
struction is to control the UE to deactivate the currently
activated BWP. The currently activated BWP includes
the to-be-adjusted BWP in the currently activated BWP
[0060] It should be noted that the network side device
configures a plurality of default BWPs for the UE. When
falling back to the default BWP, the UE may select the
default BWP in the following manners.

Manner 1: The UE randomly selects the default BWP
from the plurality of default BWPs.

Manner 2: When a timer of an activated BWP ex-
pires, a default BWP of a serving cell in which a BWP
corresponding to the expired timer is located may be
used as the default BWP of the UE.

Manner 3: Select the default BWP according to a
pre-configured rule. As an example, the pre-config-
ured rule includes: selecting a maximum default
BWP in current default BWPs, and the maximum de-
fault BWP in the current default BWPs is selected to
reserve maximum bandwidth for the UE. In addition,
the pre-configured rule may further include: selecting
a minimum default BWP in the current default BWsP,
and the minimum default BWP in the current default
BWPs is selected to provide as much bandwidth as
possible for a network for another user to use.

[0061] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of an apparatus
structure of a mobile terminal according to an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure. The mobile terminal cor-
responds to the bandwidth adjustment method, and the
mobile terminal specifically includes:

a control module 301, configured to deactivate a cur-
rently activated BWP based on a deactivation con-
dition, where the currently activated BWP includes
a to-be-adjusted BWP in the currently activated
BWP; and

a switching module 302, configured to switch to a
pre-configured default BWP.

[0062] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
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sure, the deactivation condition includes a BWP activa-
tion/deactivation instruction, or that a timer of an activat-
ed BWP expires.
[0063] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the to-be-adjusted BWP includes a BWP corre-
sponding to the deactivation condition, and the corre-
sponding BWP includes all currently activated BWPs.
[0064] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the activation condition includes that a timer of an
activated BWP expires, and the control module 301 is
further configured to deactivate the currently activated
BWP if a quantity of currently activated BWPs is equal
to a quantity of BWPs corresponding to the timer.
[0065] The switching module 302 is configured to
switch to the pre-configured default BWP
[0066] The control module 301 is further configured to
deactivate the corresponding BWP if the quantity of cur-
rently activated BWPs is greater than the quantity of
BWPs corresponding to the timer.
[0067] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the deactivation condition includes a BWP-based
activation/deactivation instruction, and the control mod-
ule 301 is further configured to deactivate the currently
activated BWP if a sum of a quantity of currently activated
BWPs and a quantity of to-be-activated BWPs in the ac-
tivation/deactivation instruction is equal to a quantity of
to-be-deactivated BWPs in the activation/deactivation in-
struction.
[0068] The switching module 302 is configured to
switch to the pre-configured default BWP
[0069] The control module 301 is further configured to:
based on the BWP activation/deactivation instruction, if
the sum of the quantity of currently activated BWPs and
the quantity of to-be-activated BWPs in the activation/de-
activation instruction is greater than the quantity of to-
be-deactivated BWPs in the activation/deactivation in-
struction, deactivate the to-be-deactivated BWPs, and
activate the to-be-activated BWPs.
[0070] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the to-be-adjusted BWP includes the BWP corre-
sponding to the deactivation condition, and the deactiva-
tion condition includes a BWP activation/deactivation in-
struction, or that a timer of an activated BWP expires.
[0071] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the deactivation condition includes that a timer of
an activated BWP expires, and the to-be-adjusted BWP
includes all currently activated BWPs;
or,
the deactivation condition includes that a timer of an ac-
tivated BWP expires, and the to-be-adjusted BWP in-
cludes a currently activated BWP that does not carry a
preset service.
[0072] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the default BWP is a BWP that is configured based
on UE, or the default BWP is one or more BWPs config-
ured for the UE based on a serving cell of the UE.
[0073] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the default BWP is configured by using a system

message, a dedicated RRC message, or an RRC recon-
figuration message.
[0074] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the RRC reconfiguration message includes one of
the following messages: a secondary cell addition mes-
sage, a secondary cell modification message, a second-
ary cell change message, a secondary cell group addition
message, a secondary cell group modification message,
and a secondary cell group change message.
[0075] In some embodiments of this disclosure, the de-
fault BWP is a randomly selected default BWP, a default
BWP of a serving cell in which a BWP corresponding to
an expired timer is located, or a default BWP selected
according to a pre-configured rule.
[0076] In some embodiments of this disclosure, the
pre-configured default BWP includes selecting a maxi-
mum default BWP in current default BWPs or selecting
a minimum default BWP in current default BWPs.
[0077] FIG. 4 is a schematic structural diagram of a
network side device according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure. The network side device corresponds
to the bandwidth adjustment method, and the network
side device specifically includes:

a configuration module 401, configured to send con-
figuration information of a default BWP to a UE; and

an instruction module 402, configured to send a
BWP-based activation/deactivation instruction to the
UE, to control the UE to deactivate a currently acti-
vated BWP and switch to the default BWP, where
the currently activated BWP includes a to-be-adjust-
ed BWP in the currently activated BWP.

[0078] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the to-be-adjusted BWP includes a BWP corre-
sponding to the activation/deactivation instruction, and
the corresponding BWP includes all currently activated
BWPs.
[0079] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the instruction module 402 is further configured to:
if a sum of a quantity of currently activated BWPs and a
quantity of to-be-activated BWPs in the activation/deac-
tivation instruction is equal to a quantity of to-be-deacti-
vated BWPs in the activation/deactivation instruction,
control the UE to deactivate the currently activated BWP
and switch to the default BWP; and
send a BWP-based activation/deactivation instruction to
the UE, and if the sum of the quantity of currently activated
BWPs and the quantity of to-be-activated BWPs in the
activation/deactivation instruction is greater than the
quantity of to-be-deactivated BWPs in the activation/de-
activation instruction, control the UE to deactivate the to-
be-deactivated BWPs and activate the to-be-activated
BWPs.
[0080] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the to-be-adjusted BWP includes a BWP corre-
sponding to the activation/deactivation instruction.
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[0081] In some embodiments of this disclosure, the de-
fault BWP is a BWP that is configured based on the UE;
or,
the default BWP is one or more BWPs that are configured
for the UE based on a serving cell of the UE.
[0082] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the configuration module 401 is specifically config-
ured to send the configuration information of the default
BWP to the UE by using a system message, a dedicated
RRC message, or an RRC reconfiguration message.
[0083] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the RRC reconfiguration message includes one of
the following messages: a secondary cell addition mes-
sage, a secondary cell modification message, a second-
ary cell change message, a secondary cell group addition
message, a secondary cell group modification message,
and a secondary cell group change message.
[0084] In some embodiments of this disclosure, the de-
fault BWP is a randomly selected default BWP, a default
BWP of a serving cell in which a BWP corresponding to
an expired timer is located, or a default BWP selected
according to a pre-configured rule.
[0085] In some embodiments of this disclosure, the
pre-configured rule includes selecting a maximum de-
fault BWP in current default BWPs or selecting a mini-
mum default BWP in current default BWPs.
[0086] FIG. 5 is another structural diagram of a mobile
terminal for implementing the embodiments of the
present disclosure. The mobile terminal includes but is
not limited to components such as a radio frequency unit
501, a network module 502, an audio output unit 503, an
input unit 504, a sensor 505, a display unit 506, a user
input unit 507, an interface unit 508, a memory 509, a
processor 510, and a power supply 511. A person skilled
in the art may understand that a structure of the mobile
terminal shown in FIG. 5 does not constitute a limitation
on the mobile terminal, and the mobile terminal may in-
clude more or fewer components than those shown in
the figure, or combine some components, or have differ-
ent component arrangements. In this embodiment of the
present disclosure, the mobile terminal includes but is
not limited to a mobile phone, a tablet computer, a laptop
computer, a palmtop computer, an in-vehicle terminal, a
wearable device, a pedometer, and the like.
[0087] The processor 510 is configured to:
deactivate a currently activated BWP based on a deac-
tivation condition and switch to a pre-configured default
BWP.
[0088] The currently activated BWP includes a to-be-
adjusted BWP in the currently activated BWP.
[0089] The deactivation condition includes a BWP ac-
tivate/deactivate instruction, or that a timer of an activat-
ed BWP expires.
[0090] The to-be-adjusted BWP includes a BWP cor-
responding to the deactivation condition, and the corre-
sponding BWP includes all currently activated BWPs.
[0091] The processor 510 is further configured to:
deactivate the corresponding BWP when a timer of an

activated BWP expires and a quantity of currently acti-
vated BWPs is greater than a quantity of BWPs corre-
sponding to the timer.
[0092] The processor 510 is further configured to:

when the deactivation condition includes that a timer
of an activated BWP expires,

the deactivating the currently activated BWP and
switching to a pre-configured default BWP includes:

if a quantity of currently activated BWPs is equal
to a quantity of BWPs corresponding to the tim-
er, deactivate the currently activated BWP and
switch to the pre-configured default BWP; and

further includes:
if the quantity of currently activated BWPs is
greater than the quantity of BWPs correspond-
ing to the timer, deactivating the corresponding
BWP.

[0093] The processor 510 is further configured to:

when the deactivation condition includes a BWP-
based activation/deactivation instruction,
the deactivating the currently activated BWP and
switching to a pre-configured default BWP includes:

if a sum of a quantity of currently activated BWPs
and a quantity of to-be-activated BWPs in the
activation/deactivation instruction is equal to a
quantity of to-be-deactivated BWPs in the acti-
vation/deactivation instruction, deactivating the
currently activated BWP and switching to the
pre-configured default BWP; and

further includes:
if the sum of the quantity of currently activated
BWPs and the quantity of to-be-activated BWPs
in the activation/deactivation instruction is great-
er than the quantity of to-be-deactivated BWPs
in the activation/deactivation instruction, deac-
tivating the to-be-deactivated BWPs, and acti-
vating the to-be-activated BWPs.

[0094] The to-be-adjusted BWP includes a BWP cor-
responding to the deactivation condition, and the deac-
tivation condition includes a BWP activation/deactivation
instruction, or that a timer of an activated BWP expires.
[0095] The deactivation condition includes that a timer
of an activated BWP expires, and the to-be-adjusted
BWP includes all currently activated BWPs.
[0096] Or, the deactivation condition includes that a
timer of an activated BWP expires, and the to-be-adjust-
ed BWP includes a currently activated BWP that does
not carry a preset service.
[0097] The default BWP is a BWP that is configured
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based on user equipment UE, or the default BWP is one
or more BWPs that are configured for the UE based on
a serving cell of the UE.
[0098] The default BWP is configured by using a sys-
tem message, a dedicated RRC message, or an RRC
reconfiguration message.
[0099] The RRC reconfiguration message includes
one of the following messages: a secondary cell addition
message, a secondary cell modification message, a sec-
ondary cell change message, a secondary cell group ad-
dition message, a secondary cell group modification
message, and a secondary cell group change message.
[0100] The default BWP is a randomly selected default
BWP, a default BWP of a serving cell in which a BWP
corresponding to an expired timer is located, or a default
BWP selected according to a pre-configured rule.
[0101] The pre-configured rule includes selecting a
maximum default BWP in current default BWPs or se-
lecting a minimum default BWP in current default BWPs.
[0102] In the technical solutions provided in the present
disclosure, the currently activated BWP is first deactivat-
ed based on the deactivation condition, in other words,
use of the currently activated BWP is stopped, to release
some bandwidth resources. Then, the UE autonomously
switches to the pre-configured default BWP. The band-
width resources are released for other users to use the
bandwidth resources properly.
[0103] It should be understood that, in this embodiment
of the present disclosure, the radio frequency unit 501
may be configured to receive and send information or
receive and send a signal in a call process. Specifically,
after downlink data from a base station is received, the
processor 510 processes the downlink data. In addition,
uplink data is sent to the base station. Generally, the
radio frequency unit 501 includes but is not limited to an
antenna, at least one amplifier, a transceiver, a coupler,
a low noise amplifier, and a duplexer. In addition, the
radio frequency unit 501 may further communicate with
a network and another device by using a wireless com-
munication system.
[0104] The mobile terminal provides wireless broad-
band Internet access for a user by using a network mod-
ule 502, for example, helping the user send and receive
an email, browse a web page, and access streaming me-
dia.
[0105] The audio output unit 503 may convert audio
data received by the radio frequency unit 501 or the net-
work module 502 or stored in the memory 509 into an
audio signal and output as sound. In addition, the audio
output unit 503 may further provide audio output (for ex-
ample, call signal receiving sound or message receiving
sound) related to a specific function performed by the
mobile terminal. The audio output unit 503 includes a
loudspeaker, a buzzer, a telephone receiver, and the like.
[0106] The input unit 504 is configured to receive an
audio signal or a video signal. The input unit 504 may
include a graphics processing unit (Graphics Processing
Unit, GPU) 5041 and a microphone 5042. The graphics

processing unit 5041 processes image data of a static
picture or a video obtained by an image capture appara-
tus (such as a camera) in a video capture mode or an
image capture mode. A processed image frame may be
displayed on the display unit 506. The image frame proc-
essed by the graphics processing unit 5041 may be
stored in the memory 509 (or another computer-readable
storage medium) or sent by using the radio frequency
unit 501 or the network module 502. The microphone
5042 may receive sound and can process such sound
into audio data. The processed audio data may be con-
verted in a telephone call mode into a format that can be
sent by the radio frequency unit 501 to a mobile commu-
nications base station for output.
[0107] The mobile terminal further includes at least one
sensor 505, such as an optical sensor, a motion sensor,
and another sensor. Specifically, the optional sensor in-
cludes an ambient light sensor and a proximity sensor.
The ambient light sensor may adjust luminance of the
display panel 5061 based on brightness of ambient light,
and the proximity sensor may disable the display panel
5061 and/or backlight when the mobile terminal ap-
proaches an ear. As a type of the motion sensor, an ac-
celerometer sensor may detect magnitude of an accel-
eration in each direction (generally three axes), and may
detect magnitude and a direction of gravity when being
static. The accelerometer sensor may be used for rec-
ognizing a mobile terminal gesture (for example, horizon-
tal and vertical screen switching, a related game, or mag-
netometer posture calibration), a function related to vi-
bration recognition (for example, a pedometer or a strike),
or the like. The sensor 505 may further include a finger-
print sensor, a pressure sensor, an iris sensor, a molec-
ular sensor, a gyroscope, a barometer, a hygrometer, a
thermometer, an infrared sensor, and the like. This is not
described herein.
[0108] The display unit 506 is configured to display in-
formation entered by the user or information provided for
the user. The display unit 506 may include a display panel
5061, and the display panel 5061 may be configured in
a form of a liquid crystal display (Liquid Crystal Display,
LCD), an organic light-emitting diode (Organic Light-
Emitting Diode, OLED), or the like.
[0109] The user input unit 507 may be configured to
receive input digit or character information and generate
key signal input related to user setting and function con-
trol of the mobile terminal. Specifically, the user input unit
507 includes a touch panel 5071 and another input device
5072. The touch panel 5071, also referred to as a touch-
screen, may collect a touch operation performed by the
user on or near the touch panel 5071 (for example, an
operation performed by the user on or near the touch
panel 5071 by using any suitable object or accessory
such as a finger or a stylus). The touch panel 5071 may
include two parts: a touch detection apparatus and a
touch controller. The touch detection apparatus detects
a touch position of a user, detects a signal brought by a
touch operation, and transmits the signal to the touch
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controller. The touch controller receives touch informa-
tion from the touch detection apparatus, converts the
touch information into contact coordinates, sends the
contact coordinates to the processor 510, and receives
and executes a command from the processor 510. In
addition, the touch panel 5071 may be implemented by
using a plurality of types such as a resistive type, a ca-
pacitive type, an infrared ray, and a surface acoustic
wave. In addition to the touch panel 5071, the user input
unit 507 may further include the another input device
5072. Specifically, the another input device 5072 may
include but is not limited to a physical keyboard, function
keys (such as a volume control key and a switch key), a
trackball, a mouse, and a joystick. Details are not de-
scribed herein.
[0110] Further, the touch panel 5071 may cover the
display panel 5061. When the touch panel 5071 detects
touch operations thereon or nearby, the touch panel 5071
transmits the touch operations to the processor 510 to
determine a type of a touch event. Subsequently, the
processor 510 provides corresponding visual output on
the display panel 5061 according to the type of the touch
event. In FIG. 5, the touch panel 5071 and the display
panel 5061 are used as two independent components to
implement input and output functions of the mobile ter-
minal. However, in some embodiments, the touch panel
5071 and the display panel 5061 may be integrated to
implement the input and output functions of the mobile
terminal. This is not specifically limited herein.
[0111] The interface unit 508 is an interface connecting
an external apparatus to the mobile terminal. For exam-
ple, the external apparatus may include a wired or wire-
less headset port, an external power supply (or battery
charger) port, a wired or wireless data port, a storage
card port, a port configured to connect to an apparatus
having an identification module, an audio input/output
(I/O) port, a video I/O port, a headset port, and the like.
The interface unit 508 may be configured to receive input
(for example, data information and power) from the ex-
ternal apparatus and transmit the received input to one
or more elements in the mobile terminal, or may be con-
figured to transmit data between the mobile terminal and
the external apparatus.
[0112] The memory 509 may be configured to store a
software program and various data. The memory 509
may mainly include a program storage area and a data
storage area. The program storage area may store an
operating system, an application program required by at
least one function (such as a sound play function or an
image play function), and the like. The data storage area
may store data (such as audio data or an address book)
or the like created based on use of the mobile phone. In
addition, the memory 509 may include a high-speed ran-
dom access memory, or may include a nonvolatile mem-
ory, for example, at least one disk storage device, a flash
memory, or another volatile solid-state storage device.
[0113] The processor 510 is a control center of the mo-
bile terminal, and is connected to all parts of the entire

mobile terminal by using various interfaces and lines, and
performs various functions of the mobile terminal and
processes data by running or executing the software pro-
gram and/or the module that are stored in the memory
509 and invoking the data stored in the memory 509, to
implement overall monitoring on the mobile terminal. The
processor 510 may include one or more processing units.
Optionally, the processor 510 may be integrated with an
application processor and a modem processor. The ap-
plication processor mainly processes the operating sys-
tem, the user interface, application programs, and the
like. The modem processor mainly processes wireless
communication. It may be understood that alternatively,
the modem processor may not be integrated into the
processor 510.
[0114] The mobile terminal may further include a power
supply 511 (such as a battery) that supplies power to
each component. Optionally, the power supply 511 may
be logically connected to the processor 510 by using a
power management system, to implement functions such
as charging, discharging, and power consumption man-
agement by using the power management system.
[0115] In addition, the mobile terminal includes some
function modules not shown, and details are not de-
scribed herein.
[0116] Optionally, an embodiment of the present dis-
closure further provides a mobile terminal, including a
processor 510, a memory 509, and a computer program
that is stored in the memory 509 and that can run on the
processor 510. When the computer program is executed
by the processor 510, each process of the foregoing
bandwidth adjustment method embodiments can be im-
plemented, and a same technical effect can be achieved.
To avoid repetition, details are not described herein.
[0117] FIG. 6 is another structural diagram of a network
side device according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure, including a memory 601, a processor 602, a
transceiver 603, and a computer program that is stored
in the memory 601 and that can run on the processor 602.
[0118] The processor 602 is configured to:

send configuration information of a default BWP to
a UE; and

send a BWP-based activation/deactivation instruc-
tion to the UE, to control the UE to deactivate a cur-
rently activated BWP and switch to the default BWP,
where the currently activated BWP includes a to-be-
adjusted BWP in the currently activated BWP.

[0119] The to-be-adjusted BWP includes a BWP cor-
responding to the activation/deactivation instruction, and
the corresponding BWP includes all currently activated
BWPs.
[0120] The processor 602 is further configured to:

if a sum of a quantity of currently activated BWPs
and a quantity of to-be-activated BWPs in the acti-
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vation/deactivation instruction is equal to a quantity
of to-be-deactivated BWPs in the activation/deacti-
vation instruction, control the UE to deactivate the
currently activated BWP and switch to the default
BWP; and

further including:
if the sum of the quantity of currently activated BWPs
and the quantity of to-be-activated BWPs in the ac-
tivation/deactivation instruction is greater than the
quantity of to-be-deactivated BWPs in the activa-
tion/deactivation instruction, control the UE to deac-
tivate the to-be-deactivated BWPs and activate the
to-be-activated BWPs. The to-be-adjusted BWP in-
cludes a BWP corresponding to the activation/deac-
tivation instruction.

[0121] The default BWP is a BWP that is configured
based on user equipment UE, or the default BWP is one
or more BWPs that are configured for the UE based on
a serving cell of the UE.
[0122] The processor 602 is configured to:
send the configuration information of the default BWP to
the UE by using a system message, a dedicated RRC
message, or an RRC reconfiguration message.
[0123] The RRC reconfiguration message includes
one of the following messages: a secondary cell addition
message, a secondary cell modification message, a sec-
ondary cell change message, a secondary cell group ad-
dition message, a secondary cell group modification
message, and a secondary cell group change message.
[0124] The BWP is a randomly selected default BWP,
a default BWP of a serving cell in which a BWP corre-
sponding to an expired timer is located, or a default BWP
selected according to a pre-configured rule.
[0125] The pre-configured rule includes selecting a
maximum default BWP in current default BWPs or se-
lecting a minimum default BWP in current default BWPs.
[0126] In FIG. 6, a bus architecture may include any
quantity of interconnected buses and bridges, which are
specifically connected together by one or more proces-
sors represented by the processor 602 and various cir-
cuits of a memory represented by the memory 601. The
bus architecture may further connect together various
other circuits of a peripheral device, a voltage stabilizer,
a power management circuit, and the like, which are
known in this art and will not be further described herein.
The bus interface provides an interface. The transceiver
603 may be a plurality of elements, in other words, in-
cludes a transmitter and a transceiver, and provides a
unit configured to communicate with various other appa-
ratuses on a transmission medium, and is configured to
receive and send data under the control of the processor
602. The processor 602 is responsible for management
on and general processing of the bus architecture. The
memory 601 can store data used by the processor 602
during operation execution.
[0127] An embodiment of the present disclosure fur-

ther provides a computer-readable storage medium, the
computer-readable storage medium stores a computer
program, and when the computer program is executed
by a processor, processes of the foregoing bandwidth
adjustment method embodiments are implemented, and
a same technical effect can be achieved. To avoid rep-
etition, details are not described herein. The computer-
readable storagse medium is, for example, a read-only
memory (Read-Only Memory, ROM), a random access
memory (Random Access Memory, RAM), a magnetic
disk, or an optical disc.
[0128] Finally, it should be noted that the foregoing em-
bodiments are merely used to describe the technical so-
lutions of the present disclosure, but are not limited there-
to. Although the present disclosure is described in detail
with reference to the foregoing embodiments, a person
of ordinary skill in the art should understand that the tech-
nical solutions recorded in the foregoing embodiments
may still be modified, or some or all technical features
may be equivalently replaced. However, these modifica-
tions or replacements do not make the essence of the
corresponding technical solutions go beyond the scope
of the technical solutions of the embodiments of the
present disclosure.

Claims

1. A bandwidth adjustment method, comprising:

deactivating a currently activated bandwidth
part BWP based on a deactivation condition, and
switching to a pre-configured default BWP;
wherein
the currently activated BWP comprises a to-be-
adjusted BWP in the currently activated BWP.

2. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 1, wherein the deactivation condition compris-
es a BWP activation/deactivation instruction, or that
a timer of an activated BWP expires.

3. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 1, wherein the to-be-adjusted BWP comprises
a BWP corresponding to the deactivation condition,
and the corresponding BWP comprises all currently
activated BWPs.

4. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 1 or 3, wherein the deactivation condition com-
prises that a timer of an activated BWP expires;
the deactivating a currently activated BWP and
switching to a pre-configured default BWP compris-
es:

if a quantity of currently activated BWPs is equal
to a quantity of BWPs corresponding to the tim-
er, deactivating the currently activated BWP,
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and switching to the pre-configured default
BWP; and
the method further comprises:
if the quantity of currently activated BWPs is
greater than the quantity of BWPs correspond-
ing to the timer, deactivating the corresponding
BWP.

5. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 1 or 3, wherein the deactivation condition com-
prises a BWP-based activation/deactivation instruc-
tion;
the deactivating a currently activated BWP compris-
es:

if a sum of a quantity of currently activated BWPs
and a quantity of to-be-activated BWPs in the
activation/deactivation instruction is equal to a
quantity of to-be-deactivated BWPs in the acti-
vation/deactivation instruction, deactivating the
currently activated BWP; and
the method further comprises:
if the sum of the quantity of currently activated
BWPs and the quantity of to-be-activated BWPs
in the activation/deactivation instruction is great-
er than the quantity of to-be-deactivated BWPs
in the activation/deactivation instruction, deac-
tivating the to-be-deactivated BWPs, and acti-
vating the to-be-activated BWPs.

6. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 1, wherein the to-be-adjusted BWP comprises
a BWP corresponding to the deactivation condition,
and the deactivation condition comprises a BWP ac-
tivation/deactivation instruction, or that a timer of an
activated BWP expires.

7. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 1, wherein the deactivation condition compris-
es that a timer of an activated BWP expires, and the
to-be-adjusted BWP comprises all currently activat-
ed BWPs; or
the deactivation condition comprises that a timer of
an activated BWP expires, and the to-be-adjusted
BWP comprises a currently activated BWP that does
not carry a preset service.

8. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 1, wherein the default BWP is a BWP that is
configured based on user equipment UE; or
the default BWP is one or more BWPs that are con-
figured for the UE based on a serving cell of the UE.

9. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 1, wherein the default BWP is configured by
using a system message, a dedicated radio resource
control RRC message, or an RRC reconfiguration
message.

10. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 8, wherein the RRC reconfiguration message
comprises at least one of the following messages: a
secondary cell addition message, a secondary cell
modification message, a secondary cell change
message, a secondary cell group addition message,
a secondary cell group modification message, and
a secondary cell change message.

11. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 1, wherein the default BWP is a randomly se-
lected default BWP, a default BWP of a serving cell
in which a BWP corresponding to an expired timer
is located, or a default BWP selected according to a
pre-configured rule.

12. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 11, wherein the pre-configured rule comprises:
selecting a maximum default BWP in current default
BWPs, or selecting a minimum default BWP in cur-
rent default BWPs.

13. A bandwidth adjustment method, comprising:

sending configuration information of a default
bandwidth part BWP to user equipment UE; and
sending a BWP-based activation/deactivation
instruction to the UE, to control the UE to deac-
tivate a currently activated BWP and switch to
the default BWP, wherein the currently activated
BWP comprises a to-be-adjusted BWP in the
currently activated BWP.

14. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 13, wherein the to-be-adjusted BWP compris-
es a BWP corresponding to the activation/deactiva-
tion instruction, and the corresponding BWP com-
prises all currently activated BWPs.

15. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 13 or 14, wherein the controlling the UE to de-
activate a currently activated BWP and switch to the
default BWP comprises:

if a sum of a quantity of currently activated BWPs
and a quantity of to-be-activated BWPs in the
activation/deactivation instruction is equal to a
quantity of to-be-deactivated BWPs in the acti-
vation/deactivation instruction, controlling the
UE to deactivate the currently activated BWP
and switch to the default BWP; and
the method further comprises:
if the sum of the quantity of currently activated
BWPs and the quantity of to-be-activated BWPs
in the activation/deactivation instruction is great-
er than the quantity of to-be-deactivated BWPs
in the activation/deactivation instruction, con-
trolling the UE to deactivate the to-be-deactivat-
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ed BWPs and activate the to-be-activated
BWPs.

16. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 13, wherein the to-be-adjusted BWP compris-
es a BWP corresponding to the activation/deactiva-
tion instruction.

17. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 13, wherein the default BWP is a BWP that is
configured based on user equipment UE; or
the default BWP is one or more BWPs that are con-
figured for the UE based on a serving cell of the UE.

18. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 13, wherein the sending configuration informa-
tion of a default BWP to UE comprises:
sending the configuration information of the default
BWP to the UE by using a system message, a ded-
icated radio resource control RRC message, or an
RRC reconfiguration message.

19. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 18, wherein the RRC reconfiguration message
comprises at least one of the following messages: a
secondary cell addition message, a secondary cell
modification message, a secondary cell change
message, a secondary cell group addition message,
a secondary cell group modification message, and
a secondary cell change message.

20. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 13, wherein the default BWP is a randomly
selected default BWP, a default BWP of a serving
cell in which a BWP corresponding to an expired
timer is located, or a default BWP selected according
to a pre-configured rule.

21. The bandwidth adjustment method according to
claim 20, wherein the pre-configured rule comprises:
selecting a maximum default BWP in current default
BWPs, or selecting a minimum default BWP in cur-
rent default BWPs.

22. A mobile terminal, comprising:

a control module, configured to deactivate a cur-
rently activated BWP based on a deactivation
condition, wherein the currently activated BWP
comprises a to-be-adjusted BWP in the currently
activated BWP; and
a switching module, configured to switch to a
pre-configured default BWP.

23. The mobile terminal according to claim 22, wherein
the deactivation condition comprises a BWP activa-
tion/deactivation instruction, or that a timer of an ac-
tivated BWP expires.

24. The mobile terminal according to claim 22, wherein
the to-be-adjusted BWP comprises a BWP corre-
sponding to the activation condition, and the corre-
sponding BWP comprises all currently activated
BWPs.

25. The mobile terminal according to claim 22 or 24,
wherein the deactivation condition comprises that a
timer of an activated BWP expires;
the control module is further configured to: if a quan-
tity of currently activated BWPs is equal to a quantity
of BWPs corresponding to the timer, deactivate the
currently activated BWP;
the switching module is configured to switch to the
pre-configured default BWP; and
the control module is further configured to: if the
quantity of currently activated BWPs is greater than
the quantity of BWPs corresponding to the timer, de-
activate the corresponding BWP.

26. The mobile terminal according to claim 22 or 24,
wherein the deactivation condition comprises a
BWP-based activation/deactivation instruction;
the control module is further configured to: if a sum
of a quantity of currently activated BWPs and a quan-
tity of to-be-activated BWPs in the activation/deac-
tivation instruction is equal to a quantity of to-be-
deactivated BWPs in the activation/deactivation in-
struction, deactivate the currently activated BWP;
and
the switching module is configured to switch to the
pre-configured default BWP; and
the control module is further configured to: if the sum
of the quantity of currently activated BWPs and the
quantity of to-be-activated BWPs in the activa-
tion/deactivation instruction is greater than the quan-
tity of to-be-deactivated BWPs in the activation/de-
activation instruction, deactivate the to-be-deactivat-
ed BWPs, and activate the to-be-activated BWPs.

27. The mobile terminal according to claim 22, wherein
the to-be-adjusted BWP comprises a BWP corre-
sponding to the deactivation condition, and the de-
activation condition comprises a BWP activation/de-
activation instruction, or that a timer of an activated
BWP expires.

28. The mobile terminal according to claim 22, wherein
the deactivation condition comprises that a timer of
an activated BWP expires, and the to-be-adjusted
BWP comprises all currently activated BWPs; or
the deactivation condition comprises that a timer of
an activated BWP expires, and the to-be-adjusted
BWP comprises a currently activated BWP that does
not carry a preset service.

29. The mobile terminal according to claim 22, wherein
the default BWP is a BWP that is configured based
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on user equipment UE; or
the default BWP is one or more BWPs that are con-
figured for the UE based on a serving cell of the UE.

30. The mobile terminal according to claim 22, wherein
the default BWP is configured by using a system
message, a dedicated radio resource control RRC
message, or an RRC reconfiguration message.

31. The mobile terminal according to claim 30, wherein
the RRC reconfiguration message comprises at
least one of the following messages: a secondary
cell addition message, a secondary cell modification
message, a secondary cell change message, a sec-
ondary cell group addition message, a secondary
cell group modification message, and a secondary
cell change message.

32. The mobile terminal according to claim 22, wherein
the default BWP is a randomly selected default BWP,
a default BWP of a serving cell in which a BWP cor-
responding to an expired timer is located, or a default
BWP selected according to a pre-configured rule.

33. The mobile terminal according to claim 32, wherein
the pre-configured rule comprises: selecting a max-
imum default BWP in current default BWPs, or se-
lecting a minimum default BWP in current default
BWPs.

34. A network side device, comprising:

a configuration module, configured to send con-
figuration information of a default bandwidth part
BWP to user equipment UE; and
an instruction module, configured to send a
BWP-based activation/deactivation instruction
to the UE, to control the UE to deactivate a cur-
rently activated BWP and switch to the default
BWP, wherein the currently activated BWP com-
prises a to-be-adjusted BWP in the currently ac-
tivated BWP

35. The network side device according to claim 34,
wherein the to-be-adjusted BWP comprises a BWP
corresponding to the activation/deactivation instruc-
tion, and the corresponding BWP comprises all cur-
rently activated BWPs.

36. The network side device according to claim 34 or 35,
wherein the instruction module is further configured
to: if a sum of a quantity of currently activated BWPs
and a quantity of to-be-activated BWPs in the acti-
vation/deactivation instruction is equal to a quantity
of to-be-deactivated BWPs in the activation/deacti-
vation instruction, control the UE to deactivate the
currently activated BWP and switch to the default
BWP; and

if the sum of the quantity of currently activated BWPs
and the quantity of to-be-activated BWPs in the ac-
tivation/deactivation instruction is greater than the
quantity of to-be-deactivated BWPs in the activa-
tion/deactivation instruction, control the UE to deac-
tivate the to-be-deactivated BWPs and activate the
to-be-activated BWPs.

37. The network side device according to claim 34,
wherein the to-be-adjusted BWP comprises a BWP
corresponding to the activation/deactivation instruc-
tion.

38. The network side device according to claim 34,
wherein the default BWP is a BWP that is configured
based on user equipment UE; or
the default BWP is one or more BWPs that are con-
figured for the UE based on a serving cell of the UE.

39. The network side device according to claim 34,
wherein the configuration module is specifically con-
figured to send the configuration information of the
default BWP to the UE by using a system message,
a dedicated radio resource control RRC message,
or an RRC reconfiguration message.

40. The network side device according to claim 39,
wherein the RRC reconfiguration message compris-
es at least one of the following messages: a second-
ary cell addition message, a secondary cell modifi-
cation message, a secondary cell change message,
a secondary cell group addition message, a second-
ary cell group modification message, and a second-
ary cell change message.

41. The network side device according to claim 34,
wherein the default BWP is a randomly selected de-
fault BWP, a default BWP of a serving cell in which
a BWP corresponding to an expired timer is located,
or a default BWP selected according to a pre-con-
figured rule.

42. The network side device according to claim 41,
wherein the pre-configured rule comprises: selecting
a maximum default BWP in current default BWPs,
or selecting a minimum default BWP in current de-
fault BWPs.

43. A mobile terminal, comprising:

a memory, configured to store a program; and
a processor, configured to run the program
stored in the memory, to perform the bandwidth
adjustment method according to any one of
claims 1 to 12.

44. A network side device, comprising:
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a memory, configured to store a program; and
a processor, configured to run the program
stored in the memory, to perform the bandwidth
adjustment method according to any one of
claims 13 to 21.

45. A computer-readable storage medium, storing a
computer program instruction, wherein when the
computer program instruction is executed by a proc-
essor, the bandwidth adjustment method according
to any one of claims 1 to 12 is implemented.

46. A computer-readable storage medium, storing a
computer program instruction, and when the com-
puter program instruction is executed by a proces-
sor, the bandwidth adjustment method according to
any one of claims 13 to 21 is implemented.
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